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Abstract
Purpose: The cohort of patients with locally advanced prostate cancer (PC) and positive surgical margin(s) at radical prostatectomy

(RP) who would benefit from salvage or adjuvant treatment is unclear. This study examines the risk of prostate-specific antigen (PSA)

relapse in a large population of men with PC after margin-positive RP.

Methods and Materials: Using a multi-institutional database, patients with clinically localized PC who underwent RP between

2002 and 2010 with recorded follow-up PSA were retrospectively selected. Patients were excluded for pathologic seminal

vesicle or lymph node involvement, metastatic disease, pre-RP PSA ≥ 30, or adjuvant (nonsalvage) radiation therapy or

hormone therapy. The primary endpoint was biochemical relapse free survival (bRFS), where PSA failure was defined as PSA

> 0.10 ng/mL and rising, or at salvage intervention. The Kaplan-Meier method was employed for bRFS estimates; recursive

partitioning analysis using cumulative or single maximal margin extent (ME) and Gleason grade (GG) at RP was applied to

identify variables associated with bRFS.

Results: At median follow-up of 105 months, 210 patients with positive margins at RP were eligible for analysis, and 89 had

experienced PSA relapse. Median age was 61 years (range, 43-76), and median pre-RP PSA 5.8 ng/mL (1.6-26.0). Recursive

partitioning analysis yielded 5 discrete risk groups, with the lowest risk group (GG1, ≤ 2 mm ME) demonstrating a bRFS of 92% at

8 years compared with the highest risk group (GG3-5, ≥ 3 mm ME) of 11%.

Conclusions: This retrospective study suggests that it may be possible to risk-stratify patients undergoing margin-positive RP using

commonly acquired clinical and pathologic variables. Patients with low-grade tumors and minimally involved margins have a very

low recurrence risk and may be able to forego postprostatectomy radiation. Meanwhile, those with higher grade and greater

involvement could benefit from adjuvant or early salvage radiation therapy.
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Introduction
Surgical margin involvement at radical prostatectomy

(RP) for prostate cancer (PC) is a well-established high-

risk feature for recurrence.1,2 However, not all patients

with involved surgical margins ultimately experience

biochemical or clinical progression,3-5 particularly those

with focal involvement6 or low-grade Gleason group

(GG)6 without other high-risk features (eg, seminal vesi-

cle or lymph node involvement).4,5 Randomized trials

have suggested that adjuvant radiation therapy after RP

may improve biochemical control and possibly survival

for patients with pathologically advanced disease (inclu-

sive of positive margins).7-9 However, radiation therapy

has not been widely adopted, as many patients with high-

risk features will never recur without any radiation

therapy.10,11 Additionally, recent results of a trial and

meta-analysis examining salvage and adjuvant radiation

have not demonstrated significant differences in bio-

chemical failure.12,13 As a result, the clinical benefit of

improved biochemical control from postprostatectomy

radiation is unclear. Despite this growing literature, some

physicians are uncomfortable recommending observation

for patients after margin-positive resection. Identifying

which patients have a very low or high likelihood of

recurrence after margin-positive RP could enable better

selection of patients for observation or postprostatectomy

radiation therapy. The present investigation seeks to iden-

tify factors associated with prostate-specific antigen

(PSA) relapse within a population of patients with clini-

cally localized PC who underwent prostatectomy alone

(without adjuvant hormone or radiation therapy) and pre-

sented with involved margins, focusing on the effect of

clinicopathologic features, including extent of margin

(ME) involvement for risk substratification.
Methods and Materials
After institutional review board approval at each study

institution, a research database was created with study-

specific patient, treatment, and outcome data fields. Eligi-

ble cases were identified by review of medical records.

After selection for prostate adenocarcinoma pathology

with positive margins, patient records were reviewed to

exclude patients at high risk for metastatic disease,

including PSA ≥ 30 ng/mL at diagnosis or preoperative

evidence of extraprostatic extension, seminal vesicle

invasion, or pelvic lymph node involvement. Preopera-

tive staging studies were performed at the discretion of
the managing urologist, with bone scan and computed

tomography scans generally performed for patients with

Gleason score (GS) of 8 to 10 or PSA ≥ 20 ng/mL. All

patients underwent retropubic prostatectomy (open or

laparoscopic, with or without robot assistance) as primary

curative-intent therapy. Patients with missing pathology,

pT3b (seminal vesicle involvement), or pN1 (lymph node

involvement) who received immediate adjuvant therapy

(radiation or hormone) or who were lost to surveillance

follow-up less than 1 year postprostatectomy (no PSA >1
2 months postoperatively) were excluded from the analy-

sis. Additionally, those who completed surgery other

than an RP, surgery elsewhere with missing records, or

surgery outside of the study dates were not included.

Pathologic specimen preparation technique involved

differential inking of the peripheral margins, distin-

guishing right from left, and 10% buffered formalin

fixation for 4 to 24 hours. The apex and base were

excised, radially sectioned, and submitted entirely.

The remaining tissue was serially sectioned in the

transverse plane at 3- to 4-mm intervals. Alternate

sections were routinely submitted with additional sec-

tions near close margins submitted at the discretion of

the pathologist. Pathology reports were reviewed to

identify cases with involvement of 1 or more surgical

margin(s). A margin was considered positive if malig-

nant cells were in contact with the inked margin in

the absence of intervening benign tissue. Secondary

pathologic review was employed in selected cases.

Postoperative evaluations included physical examina-

tion and PSA measurement every 3 to 6 months for the

first 2 years postprostatectomy and every 6 to 12 months

thereafter. In the setting of PSA or clinical relapse,

restaging imaging and subsequent intervention(s) were

performed at the discretion of the managing urologist and

oncologist. The principal outcome measure of this retro-

spective study was PSA relapse-free survival (bRFS)

after prostatectomy.

With the increased sensitivity of PSA detection, the

definition of biochemical failure is controversial, as

reflected by the various thresholds for PSA failure used

in prospective trials.14-16 Because a lower PSA at the

time of salvage intervention has been correlated with

improved bRFS, a first rising PSA > 0.1 ng/mL (followed

by confirmation with a second PSA) or initiation of sal-

vage intervention for rising PSA was chosen as the defini-

tion of biochemical failure rather than 0.2 ng/mL.17,18

bRFS was measured from date of prostatectomy to date

of failure. If no PSA rise or intervention occurred, then

patients were censored at last follow-up or death if PSA

had been drawn within 12 months or on date of most
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Table 1 Patient presurgical demographics and clinico-

pathologic characteristics

Characteristic n %

Age (at diagnosis)

Median (range) 61 (43-76)

Preoperative PSA*
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recent PSA if none had been documented within 12

months of last follow-up or death. Patients with detect-

able postoperative PSAs at ≤ 0.1 ng/mL were not consid-

ered disease failures in the absence of salvage

intervention. Secondary objectives included analysis of

factors associated with bRFS and identification of low-

and/or high-risk subsets based upon this.
Median (range) 5.8 ng/mL (1.6-26.0)

Gleason score at biopsy

6 126 60.0

7 72 34.3

8 8 3.8

9 4 1.9

Interval biopsy to RP

Median (range) 53 days (11-512)

Abbreviations: PSA = prostate specific antigen; RP = radical

prostatectomy.

* One patient without pre-RP PSA.

Table 2 Radical prostatectomy and surgical pathology

characteristics

Characteristic n %

Robot-assisted RP

Yes 33 15.7

No 177 84.3

Nerve-sparing RP

Yes 156 74.3
Statistical analysis

Cox proportional hazard regression was used to assess

the effects of pathologic and postoperative variables on

bRFS. Regression estimates are reported as hazard ratios

and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Plots of survival

curves using the Kaplan-Meier method were constructed.

Estimates and 95% pointwise CIs were reported for 5-

and 8-year bRFS. To identify potential prognostic groups,

a recursive binary partitioning by conditional inference

analysis (RPA) was applied to identify patient cohorts

representing varying levels of failure risk stratified by the

GG and ME. ME was examined 2 ways: (1) the total

length of all margins summed together (cumulative) and

(2) the length of the largest involved margin (single maxi-

mum). The RPA was conducted with the specification

Bonferroni adjusted and nodes with ≥ 20 patients. All

statistical testing was 2-sided and assessed for signifi-

cance at the 5% level using R (www.r-project.org) and

SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
No 54 25.7

Prostate volume*

Median (range) 44 cc (16-150)
Results

RP Gleason group

1 80 38.1

2 82 39.0

3 30 14.3

4 10 4.8

5 8 3.8

Pathologic tumor stagey

2 140 67.0

3a 69 33.0

Extraprostatic extensionz

No 72 51.1

Yes 69 48.9

Total focix

1 140 69.3

2 + 62 30.7

Median maximal margin

width (range)║
3.0 (0.1-23.0)

Median cumulative margin

width (range)║
4.0 (0.1-34.0)

Abbreviation: RP = radical prostatectomy.

* Three patients without prostate volume.

y One patient without pathologic tumor stage.

z Sixty-nine patients without extraprostatic extension information.

x Eight patients with positive margins without total foci count.

║ Twelve patients with positive margins without maximal margin

width and cumulative margin width.
Between 2002 and 2010, 1041 patients underwent RP

for PC at the study institutions, of whom 210 were identi-

fied for inclusion in the present study. Median age was

61 years (range, 43-76), and median highest preoperative

PSA was 5.8 (1.6-26.0). Additional demographic and pre-

prostatectomy tumor, staging, and workup characteristics

are outlined in Table 1. Surgical and pathologic details

are demonstrated in Table 2. No patient underwent post-

operative radiation or hormone therapy in the absence of

rising PSA.

For the overall population, at a median follow-up of

105 months (range, 13-182, with 90% followed ≥ 5 years

and 58% followed ≥ 8 years), 89 patients (42.4%) had

experienced PSA relapse, and 16 (7.6%) had died. The 5-

and 8-year bRFS estimates were 63% (95% CI, 56%-

69%) and 56% (48%-62%), respectively. The estimated

8-year overall survival was 97% (93%-99%). Univariate

analysis identified higher GS at biopsy (4-6 vs ≥7 +),

higher GG at RP (1-2 vs ≥3), extraprostatic extension,

higher preprostatectomy PSA, larger cumulative extent

of margin involvement, or larger single maximal extent

of margin involvement associated with PSA failure

(Table 3).
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Table 3 Univariate analysis of factors associated with dis-

ease control

Characteristic HR 95% CI P value

Univariate analysis

Age* 1.00 0.97-1.03 .72

Preoperative PSA* 1.09 1.06-1.14 < .01

Gleason score at biopsy

4-6 - - -

7 1.93 1.24-3.02 < .01

8-10 5.00 2.53-9.88 < .01

Interval from biopsy to RP* 1.00 1.00-1.00 .79

Prostate volume* 1.00 0.98-1.01 .60

Gleason score at RP

5-6 - - -

7 2.41 1.45-4.02 < .01

8-9 9.37 4.77-18.39 < .01

Gleason grade

1-2 - - -

3 1.91 1.08-3.38 .03

4-5 5.95 3.35-10.57 < .01

Robot-assisted RP, no vs yes 0.83 0.47-1.48 .53

Nerve-sparing RP, no vs yes 1.18 0.74-1.89 .48

Extraprostatic extension,

yes vs no

1.82 1.08-3.38 .03

Pathologic tumor stage

2 - - -

3 1.46 0.95-2.24 .08

Foci of margin involvement

1 - - -

2 + 1.50 0.97-2.31 .07

Maximal margin width* 1.09 1.04-1.14 < .01

Cumulative margin width* 1.07 1.04-1.10 < .01

Abbreviations: CI = confidence interval; HR = hazard ratio;

PSA = prostate specific antigen; RP = radical prostatectomy.

bolding indicates statistically significant values.

*Continuous variables are denoted with an asterisk where HR equals

1 unit of change. All other variables are categorical.
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Of the 210 patients in this study, detailed pathology

data including number of margin foci were available for

202 patients, with 62 demonstrating multiple foci of

involvement. ME information was available for 198

patients with the median single maximal ME of 3 mm

(0.1-23.0) and cumulative ME of 4 mm (0.1-34.0). Based

upon cumulative and maximal single ME along with GG

at RP, patients were stratified into 5 groups using RPA to

characterize the differences in bRFS (Fig 1). RPA sub-

stratified GG1 patients based on cumulative ME (P = .02)

and GG3 patients based on largest single ME (P = .01),

whereas substratification of GG2 did not appreciate any

differences in bRFS. Examining bRFS by RPA group,

hazard ratio progressively increased with subsequent

higher risk group (Table 4). Estimated 8-year bRFS for

patients with GG1 at prostatectomy and cumulative ME

of ≤ 2 mm was 92% (72%-98%) compared with 68%

(52%-79%) for the same GG but cumulative ME ≥ 2 mm

(Table 5). For those with GG3 or greater disease,
estimated 8-year bRFS was 49% for patients with a larg-

est single ME < 3 mm (22%-71%) compared with 11%

for patients with a largest single ME ≥ 3 mm (2%-28%).
Discussion
We present 210 patients who underwent prostatec-

tomy with positive margins. To our knowledge, this is the

only study to implement RPA stratification to identify

potential low- and high-risk cohorts with more than 200

margin-positive patients and median follow-up over

8 years. The bRFS at 8 years of those with GG1 disease

with cumulative margin 2 mm or less was historically

comparable (92%) to those with negative margins.6,19

Additionally, approximately 50% of patients with GG2

and positive margins experienced biochemical failure at

8 years. Although the findings from this study are unique

in terms of population size and robust follow-up, they

align with others observing that increasing ME, number

of positive margins, and higher GS correlate with worse

bRFS after prostatectomy.20-24

An initial report of short-term outcomes in this popu-

lation observed differences in 5-year bRFS when a single

or cumulative ME cutoff of 4 mm was used regardless of

GS. However, our updated analysis presented in 2017

using the same cutoff was not able to achieve 95% CI

separation, making it statistically insignificant.6 In a sub-

sequent analysis with more positive- margin patients,

RPA generated risk groups for PSA failure using GS (6-

7 vs 8-9) and initial post-RP PSA (<0.1 and ≥0.1). How-
ever, margin involvement extent was not used in this

analysis to further dissect subgroups within each GG.25

With longer follow-up and additional PSA relapses, we

decided to perform an RPA, a more flexible modeling

approach with the ability to uncover potential interactions

and to generate significant differences in bRFS based on

ME and pathologic GG.

By examining those patients with margin-positive PC

after surgical resection, 1 aim of this study was to provide

additional insight into which patients might be most ame-

nable to observation after prostatectomy. Currently,

national consensus guidelines recommend consideration

of adjuvant radiation after prostatectomy for those with

adverse pathologic features, including positive margins,

seminal vesicle invasion, or extraprostatic extension.26,27

These recommendations are based on various prospective

trials and retrospective studies demonstrating an

improvement in bRFS after adjuvant radiation compared

with observation.7-9,28-30 However, these studies also

consistently find that 25% to 40% of patients who do not

receive adjuvant radiation remain disease free and would

not have benefited from adjuvant radiation. Leading pro-

fessional organizations, including American Society for

Radiation Oncology and American urologic association,

recommend observation for most patients with an



Fig. 1 Kaplan-Meier curves comparing biochemical relapse free survival (bRFS) for stratified patient cohorts using recursive parti-

tioning by conditional inference analysis (RPA). Cumulative = cumulative margins; GG = Gleason grade; Single Max = maximal

extent of 1 involved margin.
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undetectable postop PSA regardless of pathologic risk

factors, as adjuvant treatment can cause genitourinary

toxicity even with modern radiation therapy delivery

techniques and adjuvant radiation therapy has not consis-

tently shown a survival benefit.31-33 Despite these recom-

mendations, some radiation oncologists remain hesitant

to recommend observation for patients after a margin-

positive surgery.34,35 Our data build on prior observation

and demonstrate that by using common pathologic varia-

bles and extent of margin involvement, it is possible to

identify patients with a very low risk of recurrence who

are unlikely to benefit from adjuvant radiation.
Table 4 Comparison of bRFS by risk group identified on RPA

Covariate Level n

Group GG 1 & cumulative* <= 2.0 27

GG 1 & cumulative > 2.0 49

GG 2 82

GG 3-5 & single maxy < 3.0 20

GG 3-5 & single max => 3.0 26

Abbreviations: bRFS = biochemical relapse free survival; CI = confidence i

tional inference analysis.

* Cumulative margins.

y Maximal extent of 1 involved margin.
We observed an 8-year bRFS of 92% in patients with

pathologic GG1 disease and positive cumulative ME of

2 mm or less. However, this dropped to 68% when cumu-

lative ME was more than 2 mm in the same GS1 patients.

Looking at a similar cohort of patients, Chapin and col-

leagues36 noted that patients with ME of 1 mm or less

demonstrated improved bRFS at 5 years compared with

those with ME greater than 1 mm regardless of GS. Other

studies have also appreciated that increasing positive ME

correlates with inferior bRFS.20-23,37 One explanation for

this observation is that the extent of focal postoperative

tumor cell death at the margins from either surgical
bRFS

Hazard ratio 95% CI

0.06 0.02 0.19

0.23 0.12 0.44

0.35 0.20 0.59

0.42 0.19 0.95

Ref - -

nterval; GG = Gleason grade; RPA = recursive partitioning by condi-



Table 5 Five- and 8-year bRFS of positive-margin patients stratified by RPA

Variable Level n 5 Year 8 Year

RPA group GG 1 & cumulative* ≤ 2.0 27 96% (76%-99%) 92% (72%-98%)

GG 1 & cumulative > 2.0 49 71% (56%-82%) 68% (52%-79%)

GG 2 82 61% (49%-71%) 50% (38%-62%)

GG 3-5 & single maxy < 3.0 20 49% (22%-71%) 49% (22%-71%)z

GG 3-5 & single max ≥ 3.0 26 21% (8%-38%) 11% (2%-28%)

Abbreviations: bRFS = biochemical relapse free survival; GG = Gleason grade; RPA = recursive partitioning by conditional inference analysis.

* Cumulative margins.

y Maximal extent of 1 involved margin.

z By 5 years, there are only 4 patients at risk still and none of them have had a failure by 8 years so it remains unchanged.
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cauterization, ischemia, or local immune response that

occurs is sufficient to sterilize low but not higher volumes

of residual disease. Another possibility is that lower

grade disease with less residual disease manifests as bio-

chemical disease much later in higher risk patients.

Regardless of the reason, these results suggest that

patients with low GG disease, minimal involvement of

margins at RP, and life expectancy less than 10 years are

unlikely to develop biochemical failure and are less likely

to benefit from adjuvant radiation therapy.

We investigated the bRFS of those with GG2 dis-

ease aiming to find a subgroup that would benefit the

most from adjuvant radiation. At 8-years, the bRFS in

this cohort was 50%, and RPA did not identify a

lower risk subgroup with improved bRFS based on

single or cumulative ME. It is worth noting our analy-

sis only included 82 patients with positive margins

and GG2 disease, which may have limited our ability

to detect a true difference in this cohort. However,

one previous study with the same number of patients

(n = 82) found a significant effect of ME (> or

<4 mm of involvement) in GG2 patients using Cox

regression analysis.38 We observed that the single

largest ME was an important predictor of bRFS in

patients with GG3-5. Approximately half (49%) of

patients with GG3-5 and <3 mm ME remained disease

free with no further therapy, whereas almost 90% of

patients with GG3-5 and >3 mm ME experienced a

biochemical failure at 8 years. This observation sug-

gests that the presence of focal GG3-5 at the margins

is far from a guarantee of biochemical relapse and

that many of these patients may be reasonably sur-

veyed. Conversely, patients with larger ME and GG3-

5 disease have a very high risk of progression, and

consideration of adjuvant therapy may be more appro-

priate in this subset of patients.

Whether the highest risk patients in this study should

receive adjuvant or salvage radiation remains to be deter-

mined. Initial landmark trials investigating patients with

adverse pathologic features including positive margins

noted lower rates of PSA failure with adjuvant radiation

compared with observation.7-9 Approximately 30% of
patients in 2 of these trials presented with a detectable

PSA at the time of initiating radiation, which raised the

question of whether improved biochemical control was

attributable to adjuvant radiation therapy in high-risk

patients or early salvage radiation in the sizable portion

of patients with a detectable postop PSA. Preliminary

results from 2 prospective studies examining adjuvant

and salvage radiation have been released in abstract

form. The RADICALS trial enrolled those with undetect-

able PSA with at least 1 risk factor (positive margins or

preoperative PSA ≥ 10 ng/nL, GS 7-10, pT3/4).14 At

median follow-up of 5 years, no differences in bRFS or

overall survival were noted and patients in the adjuvant

arm demonstrated higher rates of urinary incontinence

and urethral stricture. The ARTISTIC meta-analysis

combined the RADICALS trial and 2 similar trials,

GETUG-AFU 17 and RAVES, and was also unable to

find a difference in PSA relapse.15 Both studies support

the use observation with early salvage rather than adju-

vant radiation.

There multiple limitations of our study including its ret-

rospective nature. Less than 10% of patients studied pre-

sented with GG4 or GG5 disease, which can introduce

small sample bias when performing subgroup analysis.

Additionally, the GG at the margin was not recorded,

which could affect bRFS rates if different than the primary

tumor specimen. The results of this study highlight the

shortcoming of using GG and margin status alone rather

than higher precision methods. The cancer of the prostate

risk assessment postsurgical score, which incorporates 6

tumor characteristics to determine a score from zero to 12,

has demonstrated high accuracy rates toward predicting

biochemical recurrence.39 Other approaches including

computational modeling with Deep Neural Networks and

genomic assays such as Decipher have also shown

promise.16,40 Finally, liquid biopsies assessing minimal

residual disease by detecting either circulating tumor DNA

or cells are also being investigated.41,42 However, their

roles in specific subsets of patients with localized prostate

cancer after prostatectomy is currently unclear, and we pro-

vide evidence for a discerning RPA using regularly avail-

able clinical and pathologic variables.
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Conclusions
In patients with PC with pT2-3aN0 disease who under-

went prostatectomy, employing an RPA of pathologic

data, with specific focus on a margin-involved subset of

patients, ME, in combination with GG at prostatectomy,

demonstrated an opportunity for long-term bRFS risk

substratification. We observed over 90% of patients with

GG1 disease and a minimal cumulative ME did not

develop PSA relapse at 8 years. Additionally, only 50%

of GG2 or GG3-5 disease with small ME experienced

biochemical failure. This may assist urologists and radia-

tion oncologists in clinical decision-making, specific to

adjuvant or salvage therapy interventions.
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